2nd international COPSOQ workshop

Freiburg / Germany

9th – 10th September 2009
Future plans:

• Development of the COPSOQ
  – new topics, scales (trust, mobbing, …)

• Co-operations

• Co-publications
• International comparison of work load values; cross cultural survey equivalence

  – Comparisons for specific professions with existing data

  – Use the strength of the network!
• European teachers project (ETUCE)
  – Base: German COPSOQ-teachers
  – Contact to teacher unions
  – translation- retranslation + final wording
  – 20-40 schools, international comparison
• International projects on external validity („objectivity“)
  – Cross check COPSOQ with examinations of occupational physicians (outcomes)
  – Cross check COPSOQ with expert ratings (work and organisation experts) (work load)

• Co-publications
• Closing
• Closing

  – Presentations (as PDF) on website (copsoq09.de linked to copsoq.de and ffas.de)

  – Participants and people not here but interested in COPSOQ

  – Nexttime? When and where?
A fruitful "PUTPUT" and a hopefully not broken "OUTPUT"